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Foreword by Dr S Ramachandran

This book, Engineering Graphics using AutoCAD, is an enthusiastic hard work and outcome 
of teaching Engineering Graphics in a lucid manner by the author for more than 25 years. The 
chronological organization of problems in each chapter and excellent quality drawings using the 
latest technology would make this subject learning simple and interesting. The content of this book is 
focusing on the understanding of the problem and to develop thinking abilities in students. It contains 
numerous solved problems and excellent problem solving approaches which are easy to remember 
and can be applied easily by the students for exercises. Author has emphasized on outcome-based 
education to instill quality in learning process from the first semester onwards for all engineering 
students. Inclusion of previous years’ university questions in solved problems and Assessment 
exercises will greatly help the students. The suggested lesson plan by the author will guide the young 
teachers to successfully complete the syllabus in the stipulated time. Also the short questions and 
multiple choice questions are handy for continuous assessment while learning this subject.

In brief, I am sure this book is an outstanding work for learning Engineering Graphics in a 
disciplined manner and steer the students in the right direction on outcome-based education. I 
congratulate Dr T Jeyapoovan for this extremely useful work, and wish him all success.

Dr S Ramachandran
Vice Chancellor

Hindustan University 
Chennai–603 103



Foreword by G Maikandhan

The syllabus for the first year of engineering has been revised and here is a book that is written 
based on the new syllabus. One of the first things that attract everyone’s attention is the excellent  
presentation. Anyone who goes through the book cannot miss the enormous work that has gone 
into its preparation. Teachers of Engineering Drawing will be able to realize that this is not a book  
prepared through cut-and-paste technique. The work is the extract of the knowledge gained by an 
experienced teacher who has been very successfully teaching this subject for more than 20 years  
with utmost devotion.

The language used throughout this book is simple and can be followed by students who 
have done their schooling through English or any other medium of instruction. This book has 
an extensive number of worked examples from university question papers which will be very 
useful to the students.

On the whole, this book exhibits thorough understanding of the subject by the author. I am sure  
the students will find this book useful for a clear understanding of the subject. I congratulate 
the author for bringing out a book of this kind and I’m sure that the author would be proud 
of his achievement.

G Maikandhan
Former Professor of Mechanical Engineering 

Hindustan Institute of Technology and Science
Chennai–603 103



Preface to the Seventh Edition

Learning is interesting when the outcomes from learning are measured after completion of learning 
of every new chapter. This book has been completely revised and integrated for Outcome Based 
Education (OBE) followed by all the universities. Lots of assessment tools in the form of Assessment 
Exercises and Short Questions like fill in the blanks and multiple choice questions (MCQ) have been 
added in all the chapters of this revised book.

The previous edition of this book, Engineering Graphics Using AutoCAD, had received 
overwhelming response from the students and teachers alike. This has encouraged me to bring 
out the seventh revised edition. In this edition, all the chapters have been thoroughly reviewed 
and revised in accordance with the latest syllabus of ANNA University. More example problems 
have been added in many chapters to make the learning clearer and easier. Also the drawings are 
updated in the latest version of AutoCAD software. The consequential drawing in all example 
problems shown in colour for better understanding. 

I hope this book too, like its predecessor, will help students develop a strong background 
in Engineering Drawing and Graphics. Any suggestions for the improvement of the book are 
welcome. For any assistance and clarification or feedback, contact me through Email: jeyapoovan@
gmail.com, www.facebook.com/jeyapoovan , www.twitter.com/jeyapoovan . Free downloads of 
additional learning materials, power point presentations and video lectures are available on my 
website www.EGlive.in . 

 T Jeyapoovan
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